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EXTENSIVE OVERTHRUSTS IN THE BORDER OF THE 
JESENIKY MTS (MORAVIA, CZECOSLOVAKIA) AND 

IN THE ARDENNES: A COMPARISON 

by Jaroslav DVORAK (*) - Miroslav NOVOTNY (**) 

In the manuals dealing with 
structure geology we cannot find an uni
form criterion, concerning the differen
tiation between overthrusts and nappes, 
based upon the distance of the shifted 
body. In the Alps and in the Carpathians 
the nappes are regarded as the indices of 
the maximum basement mo~ility accompanied 
by the development of high pressure and 
lowe-temperature metamorphosis. 

In the Variscan orogene where 
the high temperature and low pressure 
metamorphosis (ZWART, 1969) prevails we 
can encounter extensive black overthrusts 
there, where the basement mobility was re
latively weak. 

The Sudeticum in Moravia shows 
a mirror symmetry with the Rhenohercyni
cum. Its foreland occurrend in the East 
in a region where the West Carpathians 
extend at present. At the SE border of 
this zone a sea transgression over the 
gneisses of Proterozoic age followed in 
the Givetian. During the Givetian and 
Frasnian the up to 800 m thick reef lime
s tones were laid down there, whereas in 
the Famennian up to Upper Viséan the con
densed sequence of impure limestones was 
deposited. Only in the uppermost part of 
the Upper Viséan accelerated subsidence 
continues again - the up to 1000 m thick 
formation of shales, siltstones and gray
wackes accumulates, that pass into the 
coal-bearing Namurian A filling the fore
deep of the Variscan orogene. The sedi
ment complex described has not been fol
ded but in the W border of the foredeep 
boreholes, that penetrated a depth of se
veral hundreds of meters, reached flat 
overthrusts of reef limestones over youn
ger sediments in the viç}nity of the town 
Hranice in Moravia (DVORAK et aZ., 1980) . 

In 1982, the newly interpreted 
seismic section K 2 has pr9ved that the 
above described minor overthrusts accompa
ny an extensive overthrust in the range 
of about 6 km. In that place the reef li
mestones ·of the Devonian were thrust over 
the horizontally deposited clastic sedi
ments of the Upper Viséan that were pe
netrated by the Branky - 1 borehole far
ther towards E. (cfr. fig. 1). 

In Moravia the structures 
plunge axially toward the NNE. Therefore 
in the NE border of the Jeseniky Mts the 
reduction of previous sedimentation area 
is expressed in form of overturned folds 
of km order produced in response to in
creased mobility of the basement. The 
thickness of sediments in the overthrust 
region is 2-3 km, in the region of 
great folds 4-5 km. 

In the Rhenohercynicum the 
Rheinische Schiefergebirge (E of Rhine) 
showed an increased basement mobility 
with predominant fold structure and clea
vage (thick development of clastic sedi
ments) whereas in the Ardennes the lime
stone development as a result of decrea
sed basement mobility occured since the 
Middle Devonian. That is why we can en
couter extensive overthrusts there 
(BLE SS et al., 1980) . 

In zones along the overthrusts 
mentioned, we can observe increased meta
morphosis of organic matter due to the 
ascend of warm waters along tectonically 
predisposed planes. Therefore it is pro
bable that the overthrust planes situated 
more closely to the centre of the orogene 
become steeper and plunge into great 
depths. 
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Fig. J - Part of the seismic section K2 with geological interpretation showing the situation at the limits 
between the Variscan orogene (Czech Massif) and the Carpathians. 
1. gn~iss basement (older Proterozoic), 
2. reêf-limestones (Givetian-Frasnian), 
3. nodulary and organodetrital limestones (Famennian - base of the Upper Visean in East, 

Upper Frasnian, Lower Viséan in West), 
4. Flysch alternation of shales, siltstones and graywackes (Upper Viséan - lowermost Namurian A), 
5. coalbearing Carboniferous (Namurian A), 
6. Neogene of the Carpathian foredeep, 
7. the Carpathian flysch nappes (Jurassic up to Paleogene). 
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From the genetical point of view, 
I designate the Variscan structures as 
overthrusts - not nappes, because they re
flect decreased mobility of the Pre
Devonian basement. 

COMMENTS ON THE GEOPHYSICS OF THE 

SEISMIC SECTION K 2 IN FIG. 1 

(M. NOVOTNY) : 

The rather dense set of the shot
points S = (x8 10) and registration perfor
med for all epicentral distances q enabled 
us to use more sophisticated method for in
terpreta tion of traveltime curves of re
fracted waves as a two-dimensional func
tion. In the presence of lateral inhomo
genei ty in the medium, the velocity inver
sion of single traveltime curve. t(q) usual
ly fails because of the violation of ma
thematical assumption imposed on t(q) or 
yields lateral resolution insufficient for 
interpretation purposes. However, the 
available two-dimensional time function 
t(x8 ,xR) with the variable source and re
ceiver coordinates can be transformed in
to 2D velocity function v(x,z) in a con
sistent way by the help of the linearizes 
DIME method suggested recently by 
(NOVOTNt, 1981). 

The algorithmus of the grid 
DIME method consists in searching the un
known velocity values v(x;,zi) in are
cursive way from the surface z0 = 0 to 
deeper and deeper grid levels z1 < z2 < z3 ... 
<zM· The number of the z-grid lines M 

is limited by the number of different 
epicentral distances. Similarly, the 
density of the x-grid lines is given by 
the density of the source points S on 
the profile. Thus, the lateral resolution 
is determined by the step of the shot
points. Now, what are the main features 
of the used DIME method (for details see 
NOVOTNY, 19 8 1 ) . 

First, the input arrival times 
t(Si,Rj) are rearranged according to the 
increasing epicentral distances qi = x8 -xR , 
i = 1, 2, ... , M to obtain so called 
special time field t (p ,q) - (PUZYREV et al. 
1972). The other variable p represents 
here the x-coordinate of the point midway 
between the source S and receiver R. 
During the recursive processing, in the 
j-th step the arrival times t(p,q) for 
the epincentral distance q = qj are in
terpreted taking ihto account the results 
of the interpretation from the previous 
steps. 

Secondly, an initial lateral 
homogeneous velocity model vo (z) is de
fined by inversion of the reference tra
veltime curve tref q). The tref (qj) 
function is choseh to minimize the la
teral time variancy L [t(pi,qj)-tref(qj)]2 
for each epicentral distance q·. 
The initial model v0 (z) is useJ for gene
rating seismic rays for all involved epi
central distances. The calculated ray
paths are necessary for ray interpreta
tion of the lateral time deviations by 
the linearized version of the eikonal 
equation (ROMANOV, 1972). 

After all steps of recursive 
ray interpretation the distribution of 
lateral velocity deviations D-v(xi,Zj) 
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from the initial velocity model v0 (zj) 
is obtained. The presented velocity 
map contains isolines of resulting velo
city field v(x,,z) = v0 (z)+ D. v(x,z). 
To construct velocity isolines, we fit
ted the function v(x,z) by splines and 
resampled into a more dense grid. 

As to the reliability of the 
computed velocity model by the lineari
zed DIME method, the tests with ray
tracing programs (CERVENY et ai., 1977) 
showed, that time discrepancies detected 
are smaller than 3 % provided that late
ral velocity inhomogeneity is not larger 
than + 50 %. 
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